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Abstract

We review the electronic properties of pure and doped silicon and carbon clathrates. Using accurate quasiparticle calculations

within the GWapproximation, we show that undoped clathrates are�1.8 eV band gap semiconducting compounds. Further, the

effect of doping by elements more electronegative than Si is shown to lead to p-type doped semiconductors with a�2.3–2.5 eV

band gap in the visible energy range. Similar results are observed under doping of hydrogenated Sin (n ¼ 20; 24; 28) clusters and
rationalized on the basis of group theory analysis. Finally, the superconducting properties of doped clathrates are discussed. We

show that superconductivity is an intrinsic property of the standard silicon sp3 environment provided that efficient doping can be

achieved.
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1. Introduction

Silicon clathrates, first synthesized in 1965 by

Kasper et al. [1], are interesting materials: they crys-

tallize in a local sp3 environment, as in the well-known

diamond phase (labeled Si-2 in what follows) but,

unlike the dense Si-2 phase, clathrates are low-density

materials allowing significant doping. Such systems

are therefore unique to study the electronic and super-

conducting properties of highly doped column IV

semiconductors.

Si-clathrates are composed of face sharing Si20, Si24
and Si28 clusters. Several types of structure exist. In

the type-I phase (see Fig. 1), only Si20 and Si24 cages

are present, while in the type-II structure, Si20 and Si28

cages are building the network. While first synthesis

were performed using a chemical route [1], more

recent techniques [2]1 are based on the phase trans-

formation under pressure and temperature (P � 3–

5 GPa and T � 800 8C) of a mixture of Si diamond

powder and another element X (X ¼ Na, Ba, K, I,

etc.). When pressure is released, X-ray analysis shows

well-crystallized micro-grains of e.g. X8@Si-46

(type-I) clathrates, where the X element is located

as a single atom in the center of all cages [3].2One thus

obtain heavily doped silicon sp3 networks by endohe-

dral intercalation. In the case of small X ¼ Na doping,

heat treatment can be shown to lead to diffusion out of
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the crystal of most of the intercalated Na atoms,

leading to relatively pure Si-46 clathrates.

While empty clathrates have interesting intrinsic

properties as shown below, the properties of ‘‘doped’’

or intercalated X8@Si-46 systems are certainly more

promising and many novel properties are hinging on

doping. For example, it has been shown that iodine [4]

or xenon doped silicon clathrates can exhibit a band

gap in the visible range [5]. This large value of the

band gap, together with the�8 K superconductivity of

Ba-doped clathrates [6], the low compressibility of

such phases [7] and their high thermoelectric power

[8,9] explain that these compounds have recently

generated much interest more than three decades after

their first synthesis.

In the present paper, we review the properties of

bare and doped clathrates. In a first section, as a

reference, we provide an accurate quasiparticle study

of the band structure of silicon and carbon clathrates

within the so-called GW approximation. In a second

part, the effect of doping by elements more electro-

negative than silicon (p-type doping) is presented and

shown to lead potentially to silicon-based materials

with a band gap in the visible range. Similar results are

observed under doping of hydrogenated Sin
(n ¼ 20; 24; 28) clusters and rationalized on the basis

of group theory analysis. Finally, we study the super-

conductivity of Ba-doped clathrates within the stan-

dard BCS theory, with electron–phonon coupling

matrix elements calculated from perturbative density

functional theory (DFPT). The origin of the super-

conductivity in such systems and the case of carbon

clathrates is discussed.

2. Electronic properties of bare silicon and

carbon clathrates

The case of bare clathrates, apart from the interest

one may find in their specific properties, provides a

Fig. 1. Symbolic representation of face sharing Si20 and Si24 cages as building unit of type-I clathrates.



necessary reference point to further understand the

effect of doping or intercalation. As no photoemission

data is available so far, the exact nature of the band

structure and band gap of clathrates have been dis-

cussed on the basis of tight-binding [10] and ab initio

density functional [11] (DFT) calculations [10,12–

15]. In particular, DFT studies within the local density

approximation [16] (LDA) predicts [10,13,15] that the

type-II Si-34 phase is a ‘‘nearly-direct’’ band gap

material and that this gap is �0.7 eV larger than the

one of bulk Si-2 diamond [17].3 The possible direct

nature of the gap and its large value suggest that Si

clathrates are very good candidates for electronic and

opto-electronic applications.

DFT-based band structure calculations are however

known to lead to large discrepancies as compared to

experimental results. The most documented problem

is related to the magnitude of the band gap of semi-

conductors and insulators which is significantly under-

estimated [18].4 In this section, we present an accurate

first-principles quasiparticle study of the electronic

properties of Si-34 clathrates. Our approach is based

on the so-called GWapproximation [20,21] which has

been shown to provide for semiconductor bulk [21]

and surfaces [19] quasiparticle energies accurate to

within 0.1 eV as compared to photo-emission experi-

ments. Within this approach, we find that Si-34 is a

1.85 eV direct band gap material. Further, the quasi-

particle correction at high symmetry points for the

doped Xe8@Si-46 phase is calculated, showing that

doped clathrates can exhibit a band gap in the visible

range. We finally predict the quasiparticle properties

of the hypothetical C-34 and C-46 phases.

2.1. Technical details

The computation of the quasiparticle energy is

achieved using a self-energy formalism [20]. In this

approach, we keep a one-electron picture by solving,

as in the Kohn–Sham formalism, a one-body Schrö-

dinger-like equation, but the LDA exchange-correla-

tion functional is replaced by a ‘‘self-energy’’ operator

S which is non-local, energy-dependent and non-

Hermitian in general. In the GW approximation

[20,21] used in this calculation, the self-energy S is

taken to be the first order term in an expansion in

successive powers of the screened inter-electronic

interaction W , namely:

Sðr; r0;EÞ ¼ i

Z

dE0

2p
eÿidE0

Gðr; r0;E ÿ E0ÞWðr; r0;E0Þ;

(1)

where G is the dressed one-particle Green’s function.

Our approach [21] is to make the best possible

approximation for G and W . As shown in previous

GW calculations for Si- or C-based semiconductors

and insulators, the LDA wavefunctions accurately

describe the quasiparticle wavefunctions so that we

may write:

GðEÞ ¼
X

nk

jnkihnkj

E ÿ ELDA
nk ÿ iZ

; (2)

with jnki the LDA eigenfunctions and ELDA
nk the LDA

energies (Z is a negative/positive infinitesimal for

energies above/below the Fermi energy).

The screened coulomb potential W is calculated

using the dielectric matrix EqðG;G
0Þ obtained within

the random-phase approximation (RPA) [22] and

expressed in reciprocal-space [23] (q samples the

Brillouin zone and (G;G0) are reciprocal lattice vec-

tors). In the evaluation of the dielectric response and

self-energy operator, the DFT-LDA spectrum is used

as the zeroth order set of eigenvalues and eigenstates

in a first-order perturbation-like approach. Up to 850

conduction states have been used in the summation

over unoccupied states appearing in the expression of

the susceptibility and self-energy operators. A cut-off

of 3.0 and 3.5 a.u. for Si and C, respectively was used

for the magnitude of the jqþ Gj basis vectors con-

sidered to build the EqðG;G
0Þ matrix. More technical

details can be found in Ref. [21].

2.2. Quasiparticle band structure of Si-34

As a first step, we study the DFT-LDA band struc-

ture of Si-34. We use standard pseudopotential [24,25]

and expand the wavefunctions on a planewave basis

with a maximum kinetic energy of 16 Ry. The

exchange-correlation functional within the LDA is

3Another form of large gap cage-like silicon sp3 system was

proposed in [17]. This phase, affiliated to clathrates, was labeled

Hex-Si40 and will not be studied here.
4This can be shown to be related to the discontinuity of the

exchange-correlation potential across the band gap which is not

accounted for within the DFT (see (e.g.) [18]).



based on the parametrization provided by Perdew and

Zunger [26] of the numerical data of Ceperley and

Alder [27]. We use two irreducible k-points [28] to

sample the irreducible Brillouin zone. After structural

relaxation, the equilibrium lattice constant is found to

be a ¼ 27:55 a.u., that is 0.8% smaller than the

experimental lattice constant. The binding energy as

compared to the diamond phase is found to be 0.08 eV

smaller, in good agreement with the results of Ref.

[10]. In particular, the binding energy of this low

density phase of Si is significantly larger than the

one of the denser b-tin structure which can be shown to

be �0.25 eV smaller than the one of the diamond

phase. Further, using a Murnagham fit of the calcu-

lated energy points around the equilibrium volume, we

obtain a bulk modulus of 87.7 GPa, which is 9.5%

smaller than the value calculated for Si-2 within the

same formalism (97.7 GPa). Our theoretical value for

the bulk modulus of Si-34 is within the error bar of the

measured value [7] B0 ¼ 90� 5 GPa.

Using the LDA eigenstates as zeroth order wave-

functions (see above), we proceed with the GW cal-

culation. As a byproduct of the calculation, we find a

macroscopic dielectric constant of EM ¼ 9:8. This is

�20% smaller than the 12.2 dielectric constant of Si-2

as calculated within the same formalism, indicating a

reduced screening in the clathrate phase as compared

to the diamond one. This reduction can be explained

both by the larger gap and the smaller density of the

clathrate.

We provide in Fig. 2 the quasiparticle correction to

the DFT-LDAvalues both for the Si-2 and Si-34 type-

II clathrate phase. The quasiparticle corrections are

very similar. Using a fit of the data points displayed in

Fig. 2, we can extrapolate the entire GW band struc-

ture from the one calculated within DFT. The result is

provided in Fig. 3 together with the Si-46 quasiparticle

band structure for which we have assumed a GW

correction identical to the one obtained for Si-34.

As a whole, the GW correction opens therefore the

band gap by �0.6 eV, from 1.25 eV (LDA value) to

Fig. 2. Quasiparticle correction EQP ÿ ELDA as a function of the

quasiparticle energies EQP for Si-2 (left) and Si-34 (right). Energies

are in eV.

Fig. 3. Quasiparticle band structures of Si-34 and Si-46 along high-symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone. Energies are in eV. The zero has

been set to the top of the valence bands.



�1.85 eV in good agreement with available experi-

mental results [29] and confirms the prediction based

on DFT-LDA that the band gap of Si-34 is direct at L.

While no detailed experimental mapping of the band-

structure of Si-34 is available yet, the present results

represent the most reliable account of the electronic

properties of type-II Si clathrates.

2.3. The case of carbon clathrates

We now turn to the study of the hypothetical C-34

phase. Even though there is so far no evidence of the

existence of such a phase, the report of the synthesis of

crystals made out of connected C60 [30,31], C36

[32,33] or even C20 clusters [34] is a strong indication

that carbon clathrates might be produced. Further, the

synthesis of nanostructured thin-films with diamond-

like properties by low energy deposition of free carbon

clusters selected in mass [35], combined with the

synthesis of free C20 clusters [36], is another evidence

for the self-organization of small carbon clusters into a

covalent-like network.

To account for the hardness of the carbon pseudo-

potential [24], we increase the energy cut-off for the

planewave basis up to 40 Ry. After structural relaxa-

tion, we find the lattice constant of C-34 to be

18.06 a.u. The binding energy is only 0.10 eV smaller

than the one of the C-2 phase [7,37] and the bulk

modulus �14% smaller (398 GPa instead of

462 GPa). In particular, the hypothetical C-34 phase

is less compressible than cubic BN which is 17%more

compressible than diamond. We now perform quasi-

particle calculations for the C-34 phase. We find a

dielectric constant of 4.7, that is 16% smaller than the

one of diamond (5.6 as calculated within the same

formalism). The quasiparticle corrections for C-34

and C-2 are again very similar. The resulting quasi-

particle band structure is provided in Fig. 4 together

with the one of C-46. Within the GW formalism, we

find a 5.15 eV band gap for C-34. The band gap is

nearly direct at the zone center G but the top of the

valence bands is found to be at L (even though

degenerate with the one at G within 30 meV). For

the C-46 type-I phase, the band gap is found to be

nearly direct between G and X with a 5.25 GW value,

the top of the valence bands and the bottom of the

conduction bands being displaced by �0.05 GX.

Therefore, and contrarily to the Si case, the band

gap of the hypothetical C-34 and C-46 phases would

be actually smaller than the one of the diamond C-2

structure (5.6 eV within GW). This difference

between Si- and C-based clathrates is yet to be under-

stood. The accuracy of GW calculations for this kind

of systems, as illustrated here in the case of Si-2, Si-34

and C-2, suggests that 5.15 eV should bewithin 0.1 eV

the actual band gap of C-34 if ever synthesized.

3. Tayloring of the band gap by doping

The study presented in this section follows the

synthesis by Reny et al. [4] of iodine doped I8@Si-

46 type-I clathrates. While n-type doped Na- or Ba-

intercalated clathrates had been synthesized before,

such a synthesis was the first case of doping by

acceptors. Besides the case of iodine, other elements

of the same line, from Sn to Xe, have been studied to

assess the role of hybridization and ionicity in the

Fig. 4. Quasiparticle band structure of C-34 and C-46 along high-symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone. Energies are in eV. The zero has

been set to the top of the valence bands.



evolution of the electronic properties under doping.

More details can be found in a previous work by

Connétable et al. [5].

We provide in Fig. 5 the LDA band structure of

I8@Si-46 along high-symmetry directions of the Bril-

louin zone. Due to the electronegativity of iodine, the

Fermi level EF is located 0.26 eV below the energy

gap. I8@Si-46 is therefore a p-type doped semicon-

ductor. The comparison of the I8@Si-46 and Si-46

band structures clearly shows that the ‘‘rigid-band-

model’’, consisting of a shift under doping of the

Fermi level without modification of the host network

band structure, is not appropriate for the present

system, in great contrast with the case of

BaxNa8ÿx@Si-46 compounds. In particular, we find

that the band gap is increased from 1.2 to 1.75 eV

under doping (DFT value).

The case of Xe8@Si-46, which displays a

1.65 eV band gap, reveals that ionic effects are

not at the origin of such a band gap opening. From

the comparison of the band structure of Si-46 and

Xe8@Si-46 (Fig. 5), we find that the top of the

valence bands is only slightly modified upon intro-

duction of the Xe atoms, while the bottom of the

conduction bands changes dramatically as in

IXe8@Si-46. This indicates that the coupling

between the Xe (or I) orbitals take place mainly

with the bottom of the conduction bands, thus open-

ing the band gap by repulsion. The analysis of the

symmetry character of the Si-46 states at G (Oh

group) shows that the top of the valence and bottom

of the conduction bands belong respectively to the

A1u and T1u representations. The set of representa-

tions into which the Xe or I orbitals split in the Oh

crystal field includes T1u but not A1u so that indeed

only the bottom of the conduction bands can couple

to the intercalated atom orbitals.

We have analyzed further the evolution under inter-

calation of the Kohn–Sham spectrum of the Si20H20,

Si24H24 and Si28H28 cages. Hydrogen passivation is

used to mimic the sp3 character of the Si atoms in the

bulk clathrate phase. Again, at the DFT-LDA level, we

find the band gap of the SinHn clusters to increase from

0.5 eV to 0.9 eV under Xe doping (the smallest the

cage, the larger the correction). Only low-lying unoc-

cupied levels are affected by intercalation. This can

again be understood on the basis of group symmetry

analysis of the cage states and Xe-(s, p) levels in the Ih
(n ¼ 20), D6d (n ¼ 24) and Td (n ¼ 28) point group of

the SinHn cages. The densities of state of pure and

doped Si20H20 clusters are given in Fig. 6.

Performing further a GW calculation for the insu-

lating Xe8@Si-46 phase, we find a�0.7 eV correction

to the DFT-LDA band gap, which is similar to what

was found for empty clathrates or the Si-2 diamond

phase. From the present set of calculations, it stems

that Xe8@Si-46 displays a quasiparticle band gap of

�2.25 eV and is thus a silicon based ‘‘green light’’

semiconductor system. Such a result suggests that

doped-clathrates may be potentially important in

the making of silicon-based opto-electronic devices.

In the case of type-I clathrates, we find the band gap

to be indirect (see Fig. 7). However, if we now

concentrate on the type-II Xe doped system, we find

the band gap of Xe6@Si-34 to be direct with an LDA

value of 1.95 eV, that is �2.5 eV within the GW

approximation. Analysis of the symmetries shows

however that the HOMO and LUMO states (at the

Fig. 5. DFT-LDA band structure of (left) Si-46, (center) Xe8@Si-46 and (right) I8@Si-46 along high symmetry directions of the Brillouin

zone. Energies are in eV. The zero of energy has been set to the top of the valence bands for Si-46 and XeXe8@Si-46 and to the Fermi level for

IXe8@Si-46. The dots indicate the all-electron calculation values (see Ref. [38]). The arrows indicate the nature of the gap.



L point) are respectively of Eg and A1g character and

no optical transition is allowed. Even though transi-

tions become allowed away from the L point along the

LG direction, it is clear that photoluminescencewill be

poor in such systems. The search of clathrate-like

structures presenting different symmetries may lead

however to materials where the optical transitions will

be allowed.

4. Superconductivity in Ba-doped clathrates

A striking consequence of the possibility of doping

insulating silicon clathrates is the occurrence of super-

conductivity in Ba8@Si-46 [6]. In such a compound, it

has been shown that a strong hybridization of Ba 5d

and Si 3p states occurs in the conduction bands,

yielding a large eDOS at the Fermi level (EF). To

study the origin of superconductivity and try to assess

if the superconducting transition is associated with Ba

or may occur with other type of doping, we have

studied ab initio the electron–phonon coupling

strength in such materials. Our approach is based

on the use of the perturbative density functional theory

(DFPT) implemented in the PWSCF package [39].

The ab initio calculation of the perturbation ðdV=dRÞ
of the total ionic plus self-consistent electronic poten-

tial associated with the phonon modes allows to obtain

Fig. 6. (a) Symbolic representation of Si20H20. Parts (b) and (c) show eDOS for the empty and Xe-intercalated cages. The zero has been set to

the top of the valence bands and the gaps have been indicated by horizontal lines. Atomic 5s,p levels of the isolated Xe atoms are given above

the eDOS.

Fig. 7. DFT-LDA band structure of (left) Si-36, (center) Xe6@Si-34 and (right) I6@Si-34 along high symmetry directions in the Brillouin

zone. The arrows indicate the nature of the gap.



the electron–phonon matrix elements hc0
nk ĵeqm � ðdV=

dRÞjc0
nkþqi, which can be used to evaluate the elec-

tron–phonon coupling constant l or the average elec-

tron–phonon interaction potential Vep. More details

about the formalism can be found in Ref. [40].5 The

knowledge of k allows to compute Tc following

McMillan [41]:

Tc ¼
�holog

1:2kB
exp

ÿ1:04ð1þ lÞ

lÿ m�ð1þ 0:62lÞ

� �

where m� is the effective electron–electron repulsive

interaction and olog an effective phonon energy.

Our preliminary results [42] show that the super-

conductivity of Ba8@Si-46 is an intrinsic property of

the silicon network. The role of barium is merely to

provide charge to the clathrate network. We indeed

doped the network by other elements than barium,

such as iodine (p-type doping), and found that the

coupling constant l is similar (see Table 1). In the case

of Na8@Si-46 where no superconductivity has been

observed down to 2 K, the average electron–phonon

interaction potential Vep is actually similar to the one

obtained with Ba and I, indicating an efficient elec-

tron–phonon coupling, but the low density of states

N(EF) leads to a small value of l which can explain

that Tc is small. Using a rigid-band model, we artifi-

cially doped further the silicon diamond phase. Again,

for equivalent density of states at the Fermi level, the

same coupling constant l is found, yielding an equiva-

lent Tc if we assume that the effective electron–

electron repulsion m� is constant from one phase to

another.

The superconductivity of sp3 silicon has never been

addressed as it is well known that doping the dense

diamond network is difficult. In the case of diamond,

the impossibility of injecting enough charge to have a

reasonable density of states at the Fermi level hindered

any superconducting transition. In the case of clath-

rates, intercalation at the center of the cages allows

significant doping of the network and allows to

observe the onset of superconductivity in such mate-

rials. The case of doped carbon clathrates has been

further studied indicating a new route towards the

synthesis of large Tc compounds. More details will

be given in a forthcoming publication [42].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have studied the electronic and

superconducting properties of silicon and carbon

clathrates. While empty silicon clathrates display

interesting properties with a band gap �0.6 eV larger

than in the diamond phase, the most interesting prop-

erties are revealed by doping such phases. On the basis

of accurate GW calculations, it is shown that doping of

clathrates can lead to materials with a direct band gap

in the visible. Unfortunately, the transitions are found

to be dipole-forbidden for the structures studied.

Further, the possibility of significantly doping such

sp3 systems by intercalation allows to study the super-

conducting properties of the sp3 network. We find that

the �8 K transition temperature measured for

Ba8@Si-46 is an intrinsic properties of the silicon

network and that other type of doping will lead to

similar superconducting properties, provided that the

density of states at the Fermi level is large enough.

Such a result leads to interesting properties in the case

of the clathrate carbon phase.
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